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 When I broach the subject of evangelism to members of my own Anglican-Episcopal tradition, I get 
two distinct kinds of responses, depending on whether the hearers are conservative or liberal in their 
theology. Conservatives Anglicans, while a distinct minority in the denomination, are pretty gung-ho on 
the evangelism thing. They make jokes like, “to most Episcopalians evangelism is a “four-letter word,” 
and try to encourage the rest of us to get out there and start making converts for Christ.  Liberal (and 
even moderate) Anglicans, on the other hand, tend to be rather uncomfortable with the whole idea of 
evangelism. Oddly enough, they tell the same evangelism jokes as conservative but they sound a bit 
more nervous when they do, because to them it really does feel like a four-letter word. 
 Several years ago, when I began to suggest the possibility of a non-proselytizing evangelism, my 
clergy colleagues looked at me I had just started to speak in tongues. My liberal friends were like, “Is it 
even possible to engage in evangelism without proselytizing? And do we even want to do it if it isn’t?” 
Meanwhile, my conservative friends were like, “Why would anyone even want to do that? Isn’t 
proselytizing the point?” And both of them were like, “Isn’t that a contradiction in terms?”  
 Indeed, the two terms do sound a little discordant when we first try to say them together. I’m 
guessing that’s because evangelism equals proselytizing is pretty much the only kind of evangelism 
paradigm that the Church and most of its members has in its institutional memory. Most of us have no 
other concept of evangelism other than as a way to convert people: to get them to change their 
religious affiliation another faith tradition to Christianity or even (sadly) from one Christian 
denomination to another. But I prefer to think of it as more of a paradox than an oxymoron. Because it 
wasn’t always this way. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Evangelism, as we have come to know it (i.e., converting others from their religion to yours) was not 
invented until the fourth century.  That is because religion, as we have come to know it (i.e., an 
organized body of people bound primarily, if not exclusively, by a common set of beliefs and principles) 
was not invented until the fourth century. It was in the fourth century that the Emperor Constantine 
appropriated (some would say co-opted) the emerging organization of the Church as a vehicle to unify 
and stabilize the Roman Empire as a multi-cultural world power, giving birth to the religion of 
Christianity and the paradigm of Christendom. It was at that point that the Church (ecclesia, lit. “the 
called out ones”) took the final fateful step from being a movement centered primarily on relationship 
with the risen Lord Jesus Christ to being an organized religion united primarily by a uniform set of beliefs 
about Jesus Christ.  
 

 
Imagine no religion. 

John Lennon 
Singer-Songwriter, 1940-1980 
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 When the Church changed from movement to religion, evangelism changed with it. Until that time 
the idea of evangelism as converting people to a new religion simply did not exist. In fact, the word 
“evangelism” does not exist in Scripture, though the word “evangel/evangelist” does. In the general 
culture, an evangelist was literally “a bearer of good news.”  In the Jesus movement, the term evangelist 
was used to describe those who brought with them the Gospel (lit. “Good News”) of the risen Lord Jesus 
Christ. The Church before Constantine thought of evangelism as an interpersonal and hospitality-
oriented process: the Christian community tended to offer fellowship to all who wished to participate in 
the life of their community. Recipients of this love would sometimes be won over by it and then express 
their desire to enter the Christian community formally through baptism (Acts 8:36; 16:29–33). As they 
say in the Cursillo Movement (Cursillo is short for “Cursillo en Cristo” – lit. “A Short Course in 
Christianity”), “Make a friend. Be a friend. Bring your friend to Christ” – except in the early Church the 
evangelism effort was an effort of the entire community, rather than just of individuals. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Under the influence of Christendom, however, the role of the evangelist quickly evolved into the 
religious equivalent of the Roman proconsul. Dealing with potential subject nations or peoples, the 
proconsul would (1) present the Emperor’s terms to their leaders; (2) demand an immediate decision as 
to whether they would accept or reject those terms; and (3) if they accepted, make them subjects of the 
Roman Empire, enjoying all the benefits of Roman citizenship. If they declined, the result was war and 
enslavement. In the Church the evangelist would (1) present the gospel; (2) ask for a decision as to 
whether his listeners would accept or reject Christ; and (3) if the answer was positive, offer fellowship. 
Rejection of Christ (or at least the image of Christ that was presented) was often said to result in eternal 
condemnation.2 To this day, the imperial model of evangelism – the antithesis of evangelism in the 
earliest Jesus Movement – remains common in many areas of Christian life and expression, so strongly 
associated with evangelism that liberal Christians often reject evangelism itself because they can picture 
no other way of doing it.3 
 
Celtic Christians, Radical Hospitality, and the Origins of Anglicanism 
 Still, despite the dominance of the imperial model of evangelism throughout most of the 
institutional Church for most of its history, there have always been countercurrents: times when hidden 
springs of movement Christianity bubbled to the surface and with it something like the relational 
evangelism of the early Church reemerged.  One of these movements sprung up in the pre-history of my 
own denomination and eventual lent a large part of its DNA to the Anglican Tradition 
 It is impossible to give a precise date – or even a place – of origin for what we call Celtic Christianity, 
since its origins are shrouded by the mists of time. But we can make some educated guesses. Most likely 
the followers of Christ first visited the British Isles not long after the death of Christ and the missionary 
journeys of the apostle Paul. Some scholars believe that the church Paul founded in Galatia was 
composed largely of members of one of the many Celtic tribal groups that moved across the Near East 
and Europe. The Roman’s called them the Gauls, from which comes the term Gallic (and also Galicia). 
Scholars propose that these Christianized Celts from the area around Galatia migrated along the trade 
routes first to Gaul in southern France, then to the area now known as Galicia in Spain, and then on to 
the Celtic areas of Britain: Scotland, Wales, and Ireland. 

 
Make a friend. Be a friend. Bring your friend to Christ. 

Cursillo in Christo 
(“A Short Course in Christianity”) 
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 But we can’t really speak of a Celtic Christian “Movement” until the third century, when Celtic 
members of Martin of Tours’ communities in Gaul brought word of his movement to their cousins in the 
Isles. They were inspired by the egalitarian and communal nature of his movement. Even more, they 
were inspired by the spiritual power inherent in it. Martin and his followers dispensed with much of the 
ancillary authority structures, and the doctrines that supported these institutions, and that had been 
accumulating over centuries, and focused instead on living as though the core supernatural mysteries of 
the spiritual body of Christ were true (there is a great difference between giving intellectual assent to 
beliefs and living as though those beliefs were are true). The Celts had always been a hot-blooded and 
warlike people, but now they could don the “armor of God” and fight the greatest battles of all, against 
“the cosmic powers of…darkness” and “the spiritual forces of evil” (Ephesians 6:11–13).4 

So broad-based was the Celtic Christian movement that it is impossible to name a single founder or 
leader at any point in time. The movement generated a veritable “pantheon” of heroes, far too 
numerous to list here (a number of writers have tried however, and their works are well worth 
reading).5 A few notables come to mind: Patrick, who brought the faith to Ireland; Columba, who 
brought it to Scotland; David, who brought it to Wales; Aidan, who brought it to the Scottish Borders 
and the east coast of England; Hilda, who negotiated the truce between Roman institutionalized 
Christianity and Celtic movement Christianity by which the latter submitted itself to the dominant genes 
of the former but also ensured that the latter would lived on as a recessive gene, waiting for the right 
time to express itself. There was much in common among the communities these individuals founded, 
nurtured, and guided.6 

 An open monasticism. Celtic monastic communities involved lay and clergy; nobility and common 
people. Many involved both men and women. Participants could take permanent vows or 
temporary ones. The communities were not cloistered but open to the communities near where 
they were located. People from the local community participated in monastic community, and vice 
versa. 

 An egalitarian, non-hierarchical structure. Celtic communities were organized, based on calling and 
gifts, rather than hierarchy of position. For example, bishops were chosen because they were gifted 
in the raising up, training, and supporting of priests. Everyone in the community, including bishops, 
was under the guidance of an abbot or abbess. Interestingly, all of the mixed-sex monastic 
communities were headed by abbesses. These monastic overseers were non-authoritarian – more 
like what we know as spiritual directors today. Most important in the Celtic monastic movement 
was one’s relationship with an “anam Cara” or “soul friend,” a person with whom one partnered in 
order to receive (and give) unconditional truthful insight and unconditional love. 

 Faith with Power. Celtic communities were focused on helping people “live as though they 
believed.” 

 Fellowship Evangelism. Unlike the evangelistic approach of the Roman Church (start by sharing 
doctrine and make assent to that doctrine the door to full fellowship), the Celtic movement 
switched the order. Full fellowship was offered from the very beginning. This pulled their visitors 
deep into the life and love of the community. Sooner or later these visitors would realize that they 
were no longer visitors but had become a part of the worshiping community and by experience had 
come to believe in the love of Christ and the power of the Holy Spirit. Asking to be baptized became 
the way of “making it official,” as it were. 

 
Hail guest, we ask not what thou art; If friend, we greet thee, hand and heart; 

If stranger, such no longer be; If foe, our love shall conquer thee. 
Ancient Celtic welcome 

Found over the door of an old inn in Wales 
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The Evangelizing of Britain 
 The evangelization of the British Isles was a two-pronged affair. The first was the informal, unofficial, 
bottom-up, fellowship-oriented (non-proselytizing) evangelism that accompanied the movement of 
Celtic Christians throughout the countryside. The second was the formal, official, top-down, imperially-
oriented (proselytizing) evangelistic mission led by Augustine (later of Canterbury), which started (and 
pretty much ended) with the noble and merchant classes of the larger Roman-settled cities: Canterbury 
(where he began the mission), London, and York. The great irony of the evangelizing of Britain is that 
non-proselytizing approach of the Celtic Christians was vastly more effective in spreading Christian faith 
throughout the British Isles than was the proselytizing approach of the official Roman evangelistic 
mission. Indeed, the overwhelming majority of those who came to faith in the Isles did so through the 
lively but unauthorized efforts of the members of the more organic Celtic communities.7 
 So, what happened to the movement? In the end, things came to a head with the official Roman 
delegation. Ostensibly, the arguments were over what seem to be tangential matters, such as the 
tonsure (Roman clergy shaved off the crown of their head on a horizontal plane, while Celtic clergy 
shaved theirs vertically by removing all of the hair in front), the dating of Easter (Celtic Christians 
preferred to celebrate Easter on the fourteenth of Nissan, like Jesus would have, while Rome insisted on 
separating the dating of Easter from the Jewish calendar), and the role of women in authority. But the 
underlying reasons seemed to be about power and control. Celtic Christians were threatened with 
excommunication if they did not come into line. This conflict was finally settled at the Council of Whitby, 
where Celtics basically agreed to submit in all areas to Roman practices rather than split the church. 
Ironically, the “compromise” was negotiated by Hilda of Whitby, the abbess of the mixed-sex monastic 
community of the Celtic tradition that had hosted the Roman and Celtic Christian delegations. Still, the 
Celtic spirit was too strong to be entirely subsumed and lived on in the churches of the British Isles for 
centuries. I have noticed a wee bit of that spirit in my own Anglican/Episcopal tradition: especially in its 
love of mystery and paradox and in its appreciation for the unifying influence of common worship of the 
living God. 
 

Re-Thinking Evangelism 
 
Incarnational Evangelism 
 While we tend to think of an evangelist as one who converts people to Christianity, the literal 
translation of the Greek word for “evangelist” is “a bringer of good news.” Meanwhile, the Greek word 
for proselytizing (“making converts to a different religion”) and proselyte (“a new convert to a religion) 
are never used of followers of Christ in the New Testament. The two terms used by the Pauline 
Christians for new followers of Christ had nothing to do with being converted in the sense of changing 
religions, but rather literally “newly planted seeds” (Grk: neophuton – 1 Timothy 3:6) or “first fruits” of a 
harvest (Grk: aparche – Romans 16:5).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Preach the Gospel at all times. 

When necessary, use words 
Francis of Assisi 

Deacon, preacher, founder of the Order of Friars Minor 
1181/2-1226 
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 Celtic Christians did not see themselves as making converts, at least not in the sense of changing 
religion, or even in the sense of requiring agreement to a set of doctrines before admitting a person to 
the community. St. Patrick, for example, was known to refer the risen Christ as “Jesus, my druid.” Rather 
than making proselytes, the main focus of Celtic Christians was on making new anam cara (lit. “heart 
friends”). They loved Jesus, they loved the Good News, and they loved to tell – and live – the story. They 
loved to live the love. That was how they evangelized. 
 
Law of Love Over Love of Law 
  “If you love me, you will keep my commandments,” Jesus said (John 14:15). Many choose to read 
this as an endorsement by Jesus of living life by following a broad set of biblical rules or principles, or a 
commandment to model our way of life upon Jesus’ way life. But a closer reading and more literal 
interpretation of this text reveals that Jesus was not being prescriptive in either direction. Almost 
immediately he goes on to state the reverse: “They who have my commandments and keep them are 
those who love me” (John 14:21a). What this kind of construction means is that rather than being 
prescriptive, Jesus was stating, as he often did, the reality of how the kingdom of God works. 
 “Love God and do as you please,” is how Augustine of Hippo put it. Apparently, Martin Luther and 
John Calvin wished they had said that, because both eventually did. Loving Christ and keeping Christ’s 
commandments are inextricably connected. To the extent you love Christ; to that same extent you will 
keep his commandments. You can’t help it. You can’t have one without the other. The reason for this 
lies in the nature of the love we are talking about. This is not love as a warm and fuzzy feeling, but as a 
physical fact: love “in the biblical sense,” if you will. The kind of love we are talking about – God’s love – 
once accepted, makes us one body with Christ. And if we are one body with Christ, then if Christ moves 
in a certain direction, we cannot help but move in the same direction. The only way to move in a 
different direction from Christ is to break the connection. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 In giving the commandment “Love one another, as I have loved you,” Jesus was not referring to a 
body of laws to be followed, but rather to the fulfillment of God’s law through love: to love God with all 
your heart, soul, mind, and strength, and your neighbor as yourself (see Mark 12:28–31). As theologian 
Richard Hooker pointed out in his writings, love is the very embodiment of the kingdom of God. It is 
powerful. It creates and sustains Christian community. It draws us into the life of God and transforms us, 
drawing us into God’s realm and God’s realm into us. 
 What would be the impact of giving greater priority to the law of love? Just as it was in the Jesus 
movements of the early church, the love of Christ lived out in community can be a powerful form of 
evangelism that we can perform without proselytizing – that is, without feeling like we have to talk 

 
Love is represented as the fulfilling of the law. 

A creature’s perfection. 
All other graces, all divine dispensations, contribute to this, 

and are lost in it as in a heaven. 
It expels the dross of our nature;  

it overcomes sorrow;  
it is the full joy of our Lord. 

Richard Hooker 
English priest, theologian,  

and a founder of the Anglican Church, 1554-1600 
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people into changing religions. Just as they were in the days of the early church, diverse communities of 
Christ – communities that should not have otherwise existed, people who should not have even liked 
each other but were held together by a shared love – were a powerful and attractive witness to the 
power of God’s Holy Spirit. The Celtic Christians, for example, were extremely good at this. They offered 
love and fellowship to all. People were drawn in by it, and then, before they knew it, and much to their 
surprise, they found that they had become believers. 
 I have seen this principle at work in our congregation.8 Understanding that it is only Christ’s love 
that creates Christians and community, has helped my congregation to see evangelism in a different 
light and, as a result of this different understanding, feel less anxious about the topic. We are less 
anxious, because we know we’re not the ones responsible for converting people. Yet not having to 
worry about “closing the deal” has, paradoxically, made us feel less awkward about describing our 
personal experiences of the love of Christ, and even inviting people into the fellowship of our church 
community. It has also made us more tolerant of people with different theological opinions from our 
own. We realize that our job is only to engage such people in relationships of love, or as one of my 
fellow parishioners put it, “to live Christ’s love out loud.” We’ve learned to accept that any relationship 
that involves Christ is transformative to all involved. We have begun to learn to expect that we may well 
experience Christ’s love through someone very different from themselves, and that our own heart is as 
likely to be “converted” as the other. 
 
Fellowship First 
 The principle we are talking about here is perhaps the ultimate in curbing our dogma and embracing 
the mystery. To paraphrase the apostle Paul: relationship with Christ equals new creation. When people 
come into relationship with Christ, love starts re-creating them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The Jesus movements of the first several centuries showed us how evangelism could be carried out 
with a set of assumptions that abandons the need to control and that values fellowship above 
everything else. These movements offered fellowship first, knowing that the love of Christ, experienced 
in the midst of a worshiping community, would soften individuals’ hearts, eventually converting (i.e., 
“turning”) their hearts in a new direction—to a connection with Christ. Then, the church would offer 
baptism. 
 What difference does this Friendship and Fellowship First approach make? Well, it certainly made a 
difference in the early church. It was deeply, deeply ingrained in the DNA of the early Jesus Movements, 
resulted in some of the most rapid expansions of the church in its entire history. 
 And it can work in much the same way today. The National Episcopal Cursillo Movement is one 
example. In this movement the approach to evangelization is friendship, and fellowship, based. 
Graduates of Cursillo are encouraged to approach evangelism, not by attempting to convert people, but 
by making friends with them. Once you have made a friend, your job is to be a friend, simply by loving as 
Christ first loved you, and by inviting your friend to experience an immersion of love in a Christian 
community. In fact, that would be a good way to describe this approach: evangelism by immersion in 
Christ’s love, allowing friends to “taste and see that the Lord is good…” (Psalm 34:8a). 

 
The only thing truly worthwhile  

is being God’s friend.  
Gregory of Nyssa 

Bishop, prominent fourth-century theologian, c. 335-385/386 
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 One of the members of our congregation once jokingly called this the “Borg” approach to newcomer 
incorporation. The Borg Collective was one of the fictional alien races of the Star Trek franchise of the 
television series and movies, a biological-mechanical, pseudo-race, with a “hive mind” intent on 
incorporating the biological and technological distinctiveness of all other races into its collective. This 
sci-fi aficionado and Trekker thought we were as persistent as the Borg in our efforts to assimilate 
newcomers into our fellowship but without the bothersome side-effect of robbing them of their 
individual personalities. It is an apt metaphor, because we assume that when God sends a person into 
our midst, God has already invited that person into our fellowship, already made that person a part of 
us. Our job, then, is merely to act as though that were true. Our job is simply to envelop that person 
with the same love with which God has already enveloped us and them. 
 If evangelizing with love and acceptance sounds more difficult than evangelizing with words, that’s 
because it is. It is easier to offer a step-by-step formula for conversion. But while this approach is not 
easy or safe, in the end, the fact that offering Christ’s love not only transforms those who receive it, but 
also those who give it, is what makes it so worthwhile. 
 This isn’t just another “technique.” If it were, it would be a deviously manipulative one. The love and 
fellowship offered have to be truly given as gifts, and not with the hidden agenda of converting that 
person to Christianity. The gift we are giving is not the institution of Christianity but the opportunity to 
experience the love of Christ. One need not leave one’s religion to experience the love of Christ. One 
need not cease being a Jew or a Muslim (lit. “One who obeys God”), or a Buddhist. On the other hand, 
one may choose to become a baptized follower of Jesus, and a member of a Christian denomination. But 
the gift of the love of Christ may not be made contingent on that decision. 
 Yet it has been our experience that many people do make that decision to become baptized. Jews, 
Muslims, even Buddhists have made the choice to become a member of our Christian community 
through baptism. We accepted them for who they were and embraced them with the love of Christ, 
exerting no pressure on them to change. A young Buddhist man attended our worship services for years, 
laughingly proclaiming himself to anyone who would listen as the church’s “resident heathen.” On the 
serious side, he said the reason he kept coming was because he “loved the questions we raised but 
never had reason to question the love we offered.” He felt love but no pressure.  He felt free to ask 
questions about faith and even express doubts. Even so, over time he became aware that he was being 
drawn into relationship with Christ. It was a slightly bittersweet day when he “ruined his reputation” as 
our resident heathen by requesting that he be baptized. However, just this year, as a result of her 
engagement to one of our members, a young Buddhist woman has eagerly volunteered to take on his 
historic “resident heathen” role in our community. 
 

Summary 
 
 Does it always work this way? No.  
 Are people uniformly drawn in by the love of Christ? Of course not.  
 Are we perfect examples of how to pass on Christ’s love unconditionally? Far from it.   
 

 
You will be assimilated. 

Resistance is futile. 
Seven of Nine 

Star Trek - Voyager 
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 To be honest, sometimes we can only say that it is an aspirational goal. Sometimes, even when we 
manage to get it more right than wrong, some people find themselves unable to trust it. Sometimes, 
people make the connection and understand the implication that if they accept this kind of 
unconditional love, eventually they will feel obligated to pass it on, and don’t yet feel ready for that. 
Even so, the more we are able to remove the conditions we are tempted to place on our sharing of 
Christ’s love, the more we experience people finding themselves drawn into it. 
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